
2.4a Likely changes to Orienteering Australia rules for 2020

Impending changes to OA Rules following on from proposed IOF rule update/amendments

IOF Rule 15.2: The 1:5000 option for Sprint has been deleted.
“The map scale for Long distance races shall be 1:15000. The map scale for Middle distance races and for Relays shall
be 1:10000. The map scale for Sprint (including Sprint Relays) shall be 1:4000.”

OA rule The implications for mappers, course planners and controllers are that:
 ISOM 2017.2 The specification scale is 1:15000. Print scales at 1:10000 and 1:7500 are enlargements.
 ISSprOM 2019 The specification scale is 1:4000. A print scale at 1:3000 is an enlargement.

IOF Rule 15.8 relating to larger scales for older age classes was implemented in 2019 and applies specifically to
WMOC: “The map scale for Middle and Long distance races shall be 1:10000 or 1:7500. The map scale for Sprint shall
be 1:4000 or 1:3000.”

Orienteering Australia’s Technical Committee has agreed that it is reasonable to implement larger scales for older
age classes at the organiser’s (read: course planner’s & controller’s) discretion; it would not be reasonable or
practical to make these applicable for all classes M/W35 and above.

Suggested wording for OA rule 15.2 is as follows:

15.2 The map scale for the Australian Long Distance Championship race shall be
1:15000 for elite classes. 1:10000 is recommended for classes M/W16 and
under and M/W40 and over, and may be used for other non-elite classes.
The map scale for other Long distance races shall be 1:15000 or 1:10000. For
a long distance World Ranking event, the map scale for M/W21E shall be
1:15000.

The map scale for Middle Distance and Relay races shall be 1:10,000.

If the map is particularly detailed, 1:7500 may be used for older age classes
e.g. M/W 55 and above for Long, Middle and Relay distances.
The scale for Sprint races shall be 1:4000 for elite classes. For other classes
the scale may be 1:4000 or 1:3000.

Note that 1: 10 000 scale maps for World Ranking Events were permitted in 2019 as a trial by IOF and it has not
yet been announced whether this will continue to be allowed.

17.2 Forbidden routes

Current IOF rule: “Out-of-bounds or dangerous areas, forbidden routes, line features that shall not be crossed, etc,
shall be marked on the map. If necessary, they shall also be marked on the ground. Competitors shall not enter,
follow or cross areas, routes or features drawn with the following symbols”…including ISOM 711 Out-of-bounds
route.

Regarding symbol 711, the above rule is inconsistent with the definition of the symbol in ISOM:



Therefore IOF and OA rule(s) 17.2 will be amended to indicate that competitors can cross directly over a forbidden
route. If it is intended that competitors do not go near that route at all, then an area symbol should be used. For
example, in the case of railway lines, ISOM says: If it is forbidden to run along the railway, it shall be combined with
symbol: Out-of-bounds route (711). If it is forbidden to cross the railway, it must be combined with symbol: Area
that shall not be entered (520 – olive green) or: Out-of-bounds area (709 – purple cross-hatching).

IOF rule 17.2: Renumbering of forbidden symbols to match updates to ISSprOM as follows:
ISSprOM 201 Impassable cliff
ISSprOM 301 Uncrossable body of water
ISSprOM 307 Uncrossable marsh
ISSprOM 410 Impassable vegetation
ISSprOM 515 Impassable wall
ISSprOM 518 Impassable fence or railing
ISSprOM 520 Area that shall not be entered
ISSprOM 521 Building
ISSprOM 529 Prominent impassable line feature
ISSprOM 708 Out-of-bounds boundary
ISSprOM 709 Out-of-bounds area
ISSprOM 714 Temporary construction or closed area

IOF rule 20.5 will continue to allow interrogation of the SI unit if a competitor’s punch is missing (proposed IOF
wording still under debate, but likely to be as follows):

“A competitor with a control punch missing or unidentifiable shall be disqualified unless it can be established with
certainty that the punch missing or unidentifiable is not the competitor’s fault. In this exceptional circumstance,
other evidence may be used to prove that the competitor visited the control, such as evidence from control officials
or cameras or read-out from the control unit. In all other circumstances, such evidence is not acceptable and the
competitor must be disqualified.

In the case of traditional (non-contactless*) SportIdent, SFR and Learnjoy, this rule means that:

• If a competitor punches too fast and fails to receive the feedback signals, the card will not contain the punch and
the competitor must be disqualified, even though the control unit may have recorded the competitor’s card number
as an error punch

• It is permitted for the organiser to read the backup from any control. A competitor can require the organiser to
read the backup from a control, subject to a payment of 20 EUR (or the equivalent in local currency). If the control is
found to contain a complete (non-error) punch; the competitor shall be recorded as having punched that control
correctly and the fee will be returned; otherwise the fee shall be retained by the organiser.”

*Note that with use of SI Air, there is no record of punching on the unit, only on the SI card.

Orienteering Australia needs to decide whether to adopt IOF’s wording precisely; the practical issues with allowing
interrogation of the SI unit are acknowledged but even if this does not take effect within the OA rules for 2020, it will
still apply to M/W21E in World Ranking Events and to IOF age classes in Oceania Championships.

Some other wording changes have been suggested by Greg Hawthorne to bring OA rules into line with the
wording of IOF rules; these are still being discussed amongst the OA technical committee but do not significantly
impact on event management.



Noting that the final version of 2020 IOF rules will not be available until after January 2020

OA rules document to consider having an introductory paragraph which says something like “Where annual rule
updates become applicable to an event for which the planning is already advanced, event organisers, planners and
controllers should consider whether these changes can be implemented at that stage of the planning or whether a
rule variation needs to be sought from the OA Director, Technical/IOF EA.”

Event information should always notify competitors of any rule variations. Obviously this is not a new situation but it
has become more exaggerated in recent years, e.g. with the minimum separation distance for sprint controls having
been mooted as 20m but ending up as 25m when 2019 IOF rules were released. Note that even if OA applied such a
caveat more formally to Australian events, IOF rules would still have to take precedence for elite classes in WREs.

Other changes to OA rules, already agreed by OA Technical Committee or to occur as a practical matter

Addition of M/W75+ to Aust Relay classes in OA rule 5.9

Development of course-class combination table for Aust Relays (appendix 1)

OA rule 2.3: Proposed update of second dot point to bring the rule into line with the expanded scope of the Oceania
Orienteering Championships:
“The Oceania Championships for open, junior, and youth classes (as defined in the IOF Competition Rules for the
Oceania Orienteering Championships) shall be held in accordance with the Competition Rules for IOF Foot
Orienteering Events and the Oceania Championships rules for IOF regional championships, while the Oceania
Championships for all other age classes shall be held in accordance with OA Operational Manual 2.12 rules for
Oceania Championships.”

Suggested rewording of OA rules 22.8 and 22.9 to make it clearer that the start team doesn’t have the responsibility
of determining whether or not the organisers were at fault in the competitor’s arriving late for their start (this has
been a source of anxiety among start teams in the past):

22.8 Competitors who are late for their start time shall be permitted to start as soon as practicable.
The organiser will determine and record at which time they may start, considering the
possible influence on other competitors.
22.9 Competitors who are late for their start time through the fault of the organiser shall be timed
from their new start time, otherwise they shall be timed from their originally allocated start time.

References to ASC (Australian Sports Commission) and NOAS (National Official Accrediting Scheme) to be removed
throughout the OA rules document.

Appendix 12; offering hire SIAC no longer necessary

It has been agreed amongst the OA Technical Committee that there is no longer a formal requirement to make SI Air
Cards (SIAC) available for hire at an event where SI Air is in use, and appendix 12 will be amended to reflect this.
Currently Orienteering Australia does not mandate the exclusive use of SIAC at major carnivals, because this is a
commitment which needs to be weighed up by the organisers of each carnival; however, this will be revisited in
future.

Changes requiring further discussion; may not be implemented until 2021
Possible addition of M/W18 (elite?) class (returning to 18 and 20 age classes rather than 17-20E and 17-20A)
Possible addition of M/W55AS class to Aust Relays
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